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What I know about 
Ancient Egypt

pharaoh       mummies       sarcophagus       River Nile        canopic jars       pyramid     hieroglyphics

papyrus      Tutankhamen     Rosetta Stone     Howard Carter     silt      irrigation     amulet      tomb
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Write a story set in ancient 
Egypt. 

Your characters must include:
‣ a pharaoh
‣      a slave
‣      a farmer

Think about:
‣ the beginning (setting up your 

story) 
‣ the middle (where the action 

happens)
‣ the end (where the problems are 

resolved)
Try to make the reader feel they are 
in ancient Egypt by providing lots of 

details about what Egypt and the 
people were like. 

Build a model of an ancient 
Egyptian town. 

You could use Lego, plasticine, or any 
other construction materials you 
think you might need. 

Think about:
‣ what kinds of houses there will 

be
‣ how close the town will be to the 

River Nile
‣ what kind of people will live in 

the town
‣ what other buildings or objects 

there might be in the town. 
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Draw a picture of the 
Ancient Egypt Museum. 

Imagine you are in a museum filled 
with artefacts on ancient Egypt. 
Draw pictures of each of the objects 
and describe what they are. 

Think about:
‣ what the object is made from
‣ who would have used the object
‣ what the object would have been 

used for
‣ what this object can tell us about 

life in ancient Egypt

Create a mindmap about 
ancient Egypt. 

On a large sheet of paper, create a 
mindmap of EVERYTHING you know 
about ancient Egypt. 

Think about:
‣     what the people were like
‣     what the towns were like
‣     what they believed in
‣     what they did with their time
‣     who the Pharaohs were
‣     artefacts you have explored

When you have finished, count up 
the facts. How many do you know?


